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Yang-Mills theories supplemented by an additional coordinate constraint, which is solved
and substituted in the original Lagrangian, provide examples of the so called Nambu
models, in the case where such constraints arise from spontaneous Lorentz symmetry
breaking. Some explicit calculations have shown that, after additional conditions are im-
posed, Nambu models are capable of reproducing the original gauge theories, thus mak-
ing Lorentz violation unobservable and allowing the interpretation of the corresponding
massless gauge bosons as the Goldstone bosons arising from the spontaneous symmetry
breaking. A natural question posed by this approach in the realm of gauge theories is to
determine under which conditions the recovery of an arbitrary gauge theory from the cor-
responding Nambu model, defined by a general constraint over the coordinates, becomes
possible. We refer to these theories as extended Nambu models (ENM) and emphasize
the fact that the defining coordinate constraint is not treated as a standard gauge fixing
term. At this level, the mechanism for generating the constraint is irrelevant and the
case of spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking is taken only as a motivation, which
naturally bring this problem under consideration. Using a non-perturbative Hamiltonian
analysis we prove that the ENM yields the original gauge theory after we demand cur-
rent conservation for all time, together with the imposition of the Gauss laws constraints
as initial conditions upon the dynamics of the ENM. The Nambu models yielding elec-
trodynamics, Yang Mills theories and linearized gravity are particular examples of our
general approach.
Keywords: Gauge theories; Nambu’s models.
PACS numbers: 11.15.-q, 11.15.Ex, 14.70.-e, 11.10.Ef
1. Introduction
Gauge theories, symmetry principles and spontaneous symmetry breaking have
been successfully put together in building the electroweak sector of the Standard
Model.1, 2 Another well known example including these concepts is the construc-
tion of pion interactions in the nonlinear sigma model, which is characterized by
1
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spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking.3–5 Here, pions are interpreted as the mass-
less Goldstone bosons (GBs) generated by such breaking and the construction of
their interactions arises from the most general Lagrangian respecting the remain-
ing unbroken symmetries. It was precisely the understanding of pions as GBs what
motivated the possibility of looking at fundamental massless particles, like photons
and gravitons for example, as the GBs arising from some spontaneous symmetry
breaking. Since these particles are of tensorial nature, a tensor-valued vacuum ex-
pectation value (VEV) would be required. Such a non-zero VEV produces fixed
directions on the spacetime, thus leading to spontaneous Lorentz symmetry break-
ing (SLSB). The main goal of this proposal is to provide a dynamical setting for
the gauge principle. One of the first realizations of this idea is the abelian Nambu
model (ANM), which was proposed in Ref. 6 as a description of electrodynamics
arising from SLSB. The ANM is defined by the standard Maxwell Lagrangian plus
a constraint over the vector potential
L(Aµ) = −
1
4
FµνF
µν −AµJ
µ, AµA
µ = n2M2, (1)
where nµ is a properly oriented constant vector in the Lorentz space, while M is
the proposed scale associated with the SLSB. The origin of such a constraint can
be understood as the consequence of a non-zero vacuum expectation value of the
vector potential: 〈Aµ〉 = nµM produced by the SLSB. In a way similar to the non
linear sigma model, the constraint is to be solved and substituted in the Lagrangian
L, thus drastically modifying the properties of the original gauge theory. In fact,
the resulting model defined by Eq. (1) has more degrees of freedom (DOF), current
conservation is not fulfilled and it does not exhibit gauge invariance. The aim in
Ref. 6 was to make explicit the conditions under which the ANM turns out to be
equivalent to standard QED, instead of yielding a physical violation of the Lorentz
symmetry. The idea that gauge particles (photons and gravitons, for example) might
arise as the GBs of a theory with SLSB has been widely studied and goes back a
long way.7–10 In this approach, the masslessness of these gauge particles can then
be understood in terms of the Goldstone theorem,11, 12 instead of gauge invariance
requirements. Nambu models have been further considered in relation to electro-
dynamics13, 14 and generalized to the Yang Mills15–18 and the gravitational19 cases.
Perturbative calculations in Nambu models show that, to the order considered and
under some appropriate initial conditions, all SLSB contributions to physical pro-
cesses cancel out, yielding an equivalence with the original gauge theory.6, 13, 15–17, 19
Additional previous works in gravitation can be found in Refs. 24–27, respectively.
In this way, Nambu models can be understood as a gauge theory plus some
constraint upon the coordinates, which is to be solved and substituted in the corre-
sponding Lagrangian, thus producing a quite different model as a first step. However,
since the final goal is to recover the original gauge theory, this motivates the prob-
lem of determining under which conditions this is accomplished. This non-standard
procedure is illustrated for a Yang-Mills theory in Ref. 18. In this paper we deal with
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this question for what we call an extended Nambu model (ENM) and emphasize the
fact that the constraint is not treated as a standard gauge fixing term. The ENM
is defined by an arbitrary gauge invariant Lagrangian density, which we call the
mother gauge theory (MGT), supplemented by a constraint among the coordinates
analogous to that appearing in Eq. (1). From the general point of view we adopt
here, the way in which the constraint is generated is irrelevant for our purposes and
the case of SLSB is taken only as a motivation, which naturally bring this problem
under consideration. The MGT is defined by a Lagrangian density L from which
only first class constraints (FCC) arise, being the generators of a non trivial gauge
symmetry.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the general MGT which
we are going to deal with. Then we employ the Dirac method23 to perform the
Hamiltonian analysis leading to presence of FCC. We close this section by writing
the Hamiltonian and the canonical algebra that define the dynamics of the MGT,
which will be used as benchmark to establish the equivalence between this MGT
and the corresponding ENM. In Section 3 we present the ENM, which is defined
by the same Lagrangian density L introduced in Section 2, plus one constraint F
among the coordinates of the MGT. This constraint is solved for two generic cases
and subsequently substituted in the MGT Lagrangian. Such an ENM leads to a the-
ory without gauge invariance, which is manifest in the appearance of second class
constraints only. Under the conditions imposed for L in Section 2, we subsequently
perform the Hamiltonian analysis of the ENM. Finally, identifying a suitable trans-
formation between the canonical variables of the MGT and those of the ENM, we
show that the Hamiltonian describing the MGT and the Hamiltonian corresponding
to the ENM have the same functional form. Also, such transformation allows us to
prove that the canonical algebra of the ENM induces the canonical algebra of the
MGT. In this way, after suitable conditions are imposed in order to recover gauge
invariance, the ENM is shown to be equivalent to the original MGT. In Section 4,
we present some examples of MGT where the conditions required in Section 2 are
fulfilled and, as a consequence, the equivalence with any associated ENM, defined
by the constraint F , is established. The Appendix A includes the calculation of
the generalized current conservation equation in our MGT, which arises as a con-
sequence of the gauge invariance of the Hamiltonian action. Appendix B contains
a detailed discussion of the method employed in the case of a simple mechanical
model. In Appendix C and Appendix D, we explicitly show that the transforma-
tions between the canonical variables of the MGT and those of the ENM yield the
canonical algebra of the former starting from the canonical algebra of the latter. To
this end we also need to calculate the algebra of the second class constraints of the
ENM, which is relevant to establish the relation between the canonical algebras of
both theories.
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2. Mother Gauge Theories
In this section we state the conditions that define the class of MGT that we are
going to deal with. We will show that these conditions allow for the construction
of an ENM, which ultimately turns out to be equivalent to the original MGT, after
some conditions are imposed. We will prove this by construction.
The MGT is defined by the Lagrangian density
L = L(θl, λA, θ˙l), l = 1, 2, ..., n. A = 1, 2, ...,K. (2)
where both θl and λA are independent field coordinates depending upon the space-
time labels t,x = {xa; a = 1, 2, 3}. To maintain the notation simple, in the following
we do not write the spacetime dependence of the fields, unless some confusion arises.
Here L is independent of the velocities λ˙A. To consider the coupling with external
currents, we can split the Lagrangian density as
L = L0(θl, λA, θ˙l)− (θlJl + λAJA). (3)
The term −(θlJl + λAJA) is a standard way to couple an external current, which
looks like −Tr(AµJ
µ) in the covariant form of the Yang Mills case. We are going
to deal with theories where a generalized form of current conservation is satisfied
and we will require to establish how this property is expressed in our case. Notice
that the functional form of L is completely arbitrary. The coordinates λA play a
similar roˆle to the standard Lagrange multipliers in a gauge theory and ensure that
primary constrains appear.
As usual, the canonical momenta are given by
Πθl =
∂L
∂θ˙l
, ΠλA =
∂L
∂λ˙A
, (4)
with the equal time non-zero canonical Poisson brackets (PBs) algebra
{θl(x),Π
θ
k(y)} = δlkδ
3(x− y) , {λA(x),Π
λ
B(y)} = δABδ
3(x− y). (5)
In general we will dispense of the coordinates dependence of the PB’s and we will
write {λA,ΠB} = δAB, for example. This encodes the implicit assumption that the
corresponding subindexes also carry the space coordinate dependence.
In order to have a familiar perspective of the procedure, we will keep in mind the
four dimensional Yang Mills case as a guiding example. Here we identify θl → A
α
a ,
λA → A
α
0 , Π
θ
l → Π
α
a = −E
α
a , Π
λ
A → Π
α
0 , Jl → J
α
a and JA → J
α
0 where α and
(0, a = 1, 2, 3) denote the indices in the gauge group and in the Lorentz space,
respectively.
Given that the velocities λ˙A are not present in L, the theory has primary con-
straints Φ1A = Π
λ
A = 0 and we take the standard Dirac method to perform the
Hamiltonian analysis, starting from the canonical Hamiltonian density
Hc = θ˙lΠ
θ
l − L. (6)
As a matter of notation, for any label Z, we will always writeHZ for the Hamiltonian
corresponding to the Hamiltonian density HZ(y), i. e. HZ =
∫
d3yHZ(y).
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From now on, we restrict ourselves to MGTs satisfying the next three conditions:
(1) The canonical Hamiltonian density is linear in the coordinates λA and can be
written as follows
Hc = HF (θi,Π
θ
i ) + λA(G
0
A(θi,Π
θ
i ) + JA) + θlJl. (7)
The corresponding Hamiltonian is Hc. We refer to the quantities
GA(θi,Π
θ
i ) ≡ G
0
A(θi,Π
θ
i ) + JA (8)
as Gauss functions. They will turn out to be FCC in the MGT (the corre-
sponding Gauss laws), but not in the ENM. Let us emphasize that JA and Jl,
being external currents, do not play any roˆle in the calculation of PBs.
(2) The only primary constraints are
Φ1A = Π
λ
A = 0, (9)
i.e., the momenta canonically conjugated to the coordinates λA.
(3) The conditions
{G0A(x),HF (y} = CABG
0
B(x)δ
3(x− y),
{G0A(x), G
0
B(y)} = CABCG
0
C(x)δ
3(x− y), (10)
hold at equal times.
For example, in the Yang Mills case we have GA(θi,Π
θ
i ) → −(DaEa − J0)
α with
G0A → −(DaEa)
α. Here Da denotes the corresponding covariant derivative.
We shall prove that the conditions (7), (9) and (10) are enough to ensure that we
are dealing with a theory having only first class constraints. We also demand that
the constraints GA generate non-trivial gauge symmetry transformations, which
must be verified in each particular case. In this way, such transformations will lead
to the gauge invariance of the action. We assume a positive answer in the following.
At the same time, a full Hamiltonian analysis, respecting such conditions, will be
done in order to determine: the number of degrees of freedom, the identification of
the constraints, the extended Hamiltonian density and the canonical algebra.
Following the Dirac method, the extended Hamiltonian density is
HE = Hc + βAΠ
λ
A = HF + λAGA + θlJl + βAΠ
λ
A, (11)
where βA are arbitrary functions. The corresponding Hamiltonian is HE . The time
evolution condition of the primary constraints Φ1A = Π
λ
A yields
Φ˙1A(x) = {Π
λ
A(x), HE} =
∫
d3y {ΠλA(x), λB(y)}GB(y) = −GA(x), (12)
i.e, to the secondary constraints Φ2A = GA. Let us remark that the constraints turn
out to be the GA’s instead of the G
0
A’s, in such a way that in some cases it is useful
to express the results in the right hand side of Eq.(10) in terms of the former. Given
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that GA = GA(θi,Π
θ
i ), we have {λB, GA} = 0 and {Π
λ
B, GA} = 0. Considering Eq.
(10), it follows that the time evolution condition of the secondary constraints Φ˙2A is
Φ˙2A = G˙A = {GA, HE} ≈ J˙A + CABG
0
B + CABCλBG
0
C +
∫
d3y {G0A, θl(y)}Jl(y),
(13)
Introducing the constraints GA ≈ 0 in the above equation we can write G˙A ≈
(DJ)A, where
(DJ)A ≡ J˙A − CABJB − CABCλBJC +
∫
d3y {G0A, θl(y)}Jl(y). (14)
In Appendix A we show that
(DJ)A = 0, (15)
as a consequence of the invariance of the Hamiltonian action under the gauge trans-
formations generated by the first class constraints GA, which correspond to the
generalized Gauss laws. In this way (DJ)A = 0 is the generalized version of current
conservation in our model. Once the explicit form of the generators GA is given,
one can recover the standard expressions in terms of the covariant derivatives, for
example. A detailed calculation of the right hand side of Eq.(14) in the case of a
Yang-Mills theory can be found in the Appendix A of Ref. 18.
Under the condition (15), the quantities Φ˙2A are weakly equal zero and there are
no more constraints in the theory. We remark that the PBs among the quantities
(ΠλA, GB) are zero or weakly zero, leading to the appearance of 2K first class con-
straints. The presence of these quantities implies that we are dealing with a proper
gauge theory.
We have n + K variables in coordinate space and 2K first class constraints,
which implies that the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) is
#DOF =
1
2
(
2(n+K)− 2(2K)
)
= n−K. (16)
For a Yang-Mills theory, when the number of generators of the gauge group is N ,
we have n = 3N and K = N , yielding the correct number of 2N DOF.
In general, the presence of first class constraints implies unphysical degrees of
freedom, which might be conveniently removed to obtain the reduced phase space.
To this end we have to fix the gauge by imposing as many suitable gauge constraints
as the number of first class constraints that we want to eliminate. These gauge
constraints have to be admissible and should convert the set of gauge conditions
plus the set of first class constraints to be eliminated into a set of second class
constraints. Subsequently, each constraint in this set is set strongly equal to zero,
after the introduction of the corresponding Dirac brackets (DBs). In our case we
choose to eliminate the variables λA and Π
λ
B . The gauge is partially fixed by adding
to Eq. (9) the constraints
Φ3A = λA −ΘA ≈ 0, (17)
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where ΘA are arbitrary functions to be consistently determined after the remaining
first class constraints GA are fixed. The constraints Φ
3
A and Φ
1
B = Π
λ
B become in
fact second class, i.e. the matrix QAB = {Φ
1
A,Φ
3
B} can be inverted. Fixing strongly
Φ1A = 0 and Φ
3
B = 0 we obtain, after introducing the Dirac brackets, the partially
reduced Hamiltonian density
HE = HF +ΘAGA + θlJl. (18)
In order to compute the corresponding Dirac brackets {A,B}D, we require the
2N × 2N matrix constructed with the PBs of the constraints Φ1A and Φ
3
B
M =
(
0 Q
−QT R
)
, (19)
where Q = [QAB], R = [RAB] with QAB = {Φ
1
A,Φ
3
B}, RAB = {Φ
3
A,Φ
3
B}. Here we
have made use of the PBs {Φ1A,Φ
1
B} = 0 = {Π
λ
A,Π
λ
B}. The inverse matrix is given
by
M−1 =
(
(QT )−1RQ−1 −(QT )−1
Q−1 0
)
. (20)
Let us clarify another point in the notation. The matrix elements in Eq. (19),
for example, also carry space-coordinate labels which are suppressed. In other
words, MAB really stands for the equal-time object MAB(t,x; t,y). This is rele-
vant for matrix multiplication where the product MAB = PACQCB corresponds to
MAB(t,x; t,y) =
∫
d3z PAC(t,x; t, z)QCB(t, z; t,y). The matrix elements are evalu-
ated at fixed time t, so that the notation can be further simplified to MAB(x, y) =∫
d3z PAC(x, z)QCB(z, y).
The equal-time Dirac brackets are defined as
{A(x),B(y)}D = {A(x),B(y)} −
∫
d3u d3v{A(x), χi(u)}(M
−1)ij{χj(v),B(y)},
(21)
where χj denote any of the constraints Φ
1
A and Φ
3
B. Using M
−1 given in (20),
together with the fact that {Φ1A, θj} = {Φ
1
A,Π
θ
j} = 0 we obtain the canonical
algebra for the remaining variables θi and Π
θ
j
{θi, θj}D = 0, {Π
θ
i ,Π
θ
j}D = 0, {θi,Π
θ
j}D = δij . (22)
We could further fix the constraints GA, however at this point the Hamiltonian (18)
together with the canonical algebra (22) are sufficient to determine the dynamics
of the MGT.
3. The Extended Nambu Model
In this section we define the extended Nambu model (ENM) associated with the
MGT previously introduced. Our main goal is to establish the equivalence between
both models by finding which additional conditions have to be imposed upon the
ENM in order that its Hamiltonian and canonical algebra reduce to (18) and (22),
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respectively. We will prove that the aforementioned equivalence can be reached
provided that the conditions (7), (9) and (10) are fulfilled.
The ENM is given by the same Lagrangian (2) defining the MGT
L = L(θl, λA, θ˙l), l = 1, ..., n. A = 1, ...,K. (23)
plus one constraint
F (θl, λA) = 0. (24)
In the standard abelian Nambu model, L = L(Aµ) = L(Ai, A0, A˙i) corresponds to
the Maxwell Lagrangian density, θi → Ai, λ → A0 and F (Aµ) = AµA
µ − n2M2.
Here, we consider a wider class of Lagrangian densities L and constraints F to define
the ENM. As in the case of the MGT, where external currents are considered, the
Lagrange density and the quantities GA will be split into L = L0 − (λAJA + θlJl)
and GA = G
0
A + JA, respectively.
For the moment, we deal with the case where F (θi, λA) = 0 includes all the vari-
ables λA. The function F = F (θl, λA) is not completely arbitrary but must satisfy
some general conditions to be determined in the Appendix C and the Appendix D,
depending how the constraint F is solved.
In comparison with the MGT, the introduction of the additional constraint in
Eq. (24), which is not handled as a gauge fixing condition, drastically modifies the
structure and the dynamics of the ENM. In this way, it is not completely straight-
forward how an equivalence between the ENM and the MGT can be established.
To mention just an example, significant differences between the ANM and the stan-
dard electrodynamics are: (i) the ANM has only second class constraints (there is
no gauge invariance), (ii) the number of DOF in the ANM is three, while standard
electrodynamics has only two DOF, (iii) the equations of motion do not match and
(iv) current conservation does not follow from the equations of motion in the ANM.
The general procedure through which we analyze the ENM is by solving ex-
plicitly the constraint (24) for one variable and substituting this solution into the
Lagrangian density (23). There are several ways to solve Eq. (24) and we present
the two generic cases, which reduce to solve either for one coordinate θl or for one
coordinate λA. Both cases yield the same conditions for the equivalence we intend
to establish.
The general strategy is: (1) After solving the constraint (24) we identify the
canonical variables of the ENM, together with its canonical algebra. (2) Since both
theories arise from a common Lagrangian it is possible to write the canonical vari-
ables of the MGT in terms of those of the ENM. (3) Through these substitutions we
find that: (i) the canonical algebra of the MGT can be derived from the canonical
algebra of the ENM and (ii) the Hamiltonian density of the ENM reduces to the
Hamiltonian density of the MGT. (4) Nevertheless, at this stage the Gauss func-
tions GA in the ENM are not constraints. In this way we need to impose additional
conditions in order to recover gauge invariance. (5) These are realized by demand-
ing the Gauss functions to be zero at some initial time and by recognizing that the
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dynamics of the ENM is consistent with this requirement, so that they become zero
for all time. In this way, they can be added to the Hamiltonian density of the ENM
as first class constraints, thus fully recovering the gauge invariance of the MGT. As
we mentioned above, since the ENM is not gauge invariant, the conservation of an
external current is not guaranteed a priori, therefore it has to be imposed as an
additional condition. We will show that in some cases current conservation follows
from the imposition of the Gauss constraints as initial conditions.
3.1. Solving the coordinate θ1
In this case, we solve the constraint (24) as
θ1 = f(θl¯, λA), l¯ = 2, ..., n, (25)
which yields
θ˙1 =
∂f
∂θl¯
θ˙l¯ +
∂f
∂λA
λ˙A,= fθl¯ θ˙l¯ + fλA λ˙A, (26)
where the time derivative is denoted by an overdot. Substituting the relations (25)
and (26) directly in the Lagrangian density (23), we obtain
L¯(θl¯, λA, θ˙l¯, λ˙A) = L(θ1(θl¯, λA), θl¯, λA, θ˙1(θl¯, λA, θ˙l¯, λ˙A), θ˙l¯), (27)
3.1.1. Hamiltonian and canonical algebra
In this section we make explicit the relation among the canonical coordinates of the
ENM and those of the MGT. Using such relation we show that: (i) the canonical
algebra of the MGT is derived from the canonical algebra of the ENM and (ii)
the form of the canonical Hamiltonian density of the MGT, given in the previous
section, is obtained from the canonical Hamiltonian density of the ENM.
In this case the independent coordinates of the ENM are θl¯ and λA. We note
that, the quantities λ˙A appear only as the result of imposing the constraint (25)
by means of the substitution of the velocity θ˙1. Therefore, the momenta associated
to the λA variables are not zero in the ENM. Note that in the ENM, θ1 and θ˙1
are just labels to specify a particular combination of the coordinates θl¯ and λA and
velocities θ˙l¯ and λ˙A. After the substitutions (25) and (26), the Lagrange densities
L¯ and L have different functional form; however, let us emphasize that the labels
θ1 and θ˙1 in the ENM allow us to write, for example,
∂L¯
∂λA
=
∂L
∂θ1
∂θ1
∂λA
+
∂L
∂λA
, (28)
making use of the chain rule, with L = L(θl, λA, θ˙l). Relations of this kind will
prove very useful to compare the Hamiltonian structure of the ENM with that of
the MGT.
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The canonical momenta for the ENM are given by
Π¯θ
l¯
≡
∂L¯
∂θ˙l¯
=
[
∂L
∂θ˙l¯
]
θ1=f
+
[
∂L
∂θ˙1
]
θ1=f
∂θ˙1
∂θ˙l¯
=
[
∂L
∂θ˙l¯
]
θ1=f
+
[
∂L
∂θ˙1
]
θ1=f
fθl¯ , (29)
Π¯λA ≡
∂L¯
∂λ˙A
=
[
∂L
∂θ˙1
]
θ1=f
∂θ˙1
∂λ˙A
=
[
∂L
∂θ˙1
]
θ1=f
fλA , (30)
where we have obtained ∂θ˙1/∂θ˙l¯ and ∂θ˙1/∂λ˙A from (26). The notation is fy =
∂f/∂y. We assume that from Eqs. (29) we can invert the velocities θ˙l¯ in terms of
the momenta Π¯θ
l¯
, so these equations do not define constraints of the theory. On the
other hand, after eliminating
[
∂L/∂θ˙1
]
θ1=f
in favor of Π¯λ1 , the Eqs. (30) provide
(K − 1) primary constraints which we choose as
φ1
A¯
= Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ ≈ 0, A¯ = 2, 3, ...,K. (31)
Let us recall that
∂L
∂θ˙1
≡ Πθ1,
∂L
∂θ˙l¯
≡ Πθ
l¯
, (32)
define the corresponding canonically conjugated momenta in the MGT arising
from the Lagrangian density L = L(θl, λA, θ˙l). In this way, when substituting
θ1 = f(θl¯, λA) in the expressions for
∂L
∂θ˙1
and ∂L
∂θ˙l¯
of Eqs. (29), Πθ1 and Π
θ
l¯
become
just labels used to rewrite a particular combination of coordinates and velocities
in the ENM. However, when we reinstate the notation in terms of θ1 and θ˙1, i.e.
when going back to L = L(θl, λA, θ˙l), they recover their definition as the canonically
conjugated momenta corresponding to the MGT.
In other words, the relations (29) allow us to relate the canonically conjugated
momenta of the ENM (labeled as Π¯) with those of the MGT (labeled as Π) in the
following way.
Π¯θ
l¯
= Πθ
l¯
+Πθ1fθl¯ , Π¯
λ
A = Π
θ
1fλA . (33)
In the ENM the coordinates and canonical momenta (θl¯, λA, Π¯
θ
l¯
, Π¯λA) satisfy the
non-zero canonical PBs
{θı¯, Π¯
θ
j¯} = δı¯j¯ , {λA, Π¯
λ
B} = δAB. (34)
From (33) we can express the labels Πθ1 and Π
θ
l¯
in terms of the canonical momenta
Π¯θ
l¯
and Π¯λl of the ENM, as
Πθ
l¯
= Π¯θ
l¯
− Π¯λ1
fθl¯
fλ1
, Πθ1 =
Π¯λ1
fλ1
. (35)
In the Appendix C, we show that when considering Πθ1 and Π
θ
l¯
as labels in terms
of the canonical variables of the ENM (θl¯, Π¯
θ
l¯
, λA, Π¯
λ
A), we obtain the following PB
algebra
{θi, θj} = 0, {Π
θ
i ,Π
θ
j} = 0, {θi,Π
θ
j} = δij , (36)
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by using the canonical algebra (34) of the ENM.
The calculation of the Hamiltonian density HENMc of the ENM gives
HENMc = λ˙AΠ¯
λ
A + θ˙l¯Π¯
θ
l¯
− L¯,
= λ˙AΠ
θ
1fλA + θ˙l¯(Π
θ
l¯
+Πθ1fθl¯)− L¯,
= Πθ1(fλA λ˙A) + θ˙l¯(Π
θ
l¯
+Πθ1fθl¯)− L¯,
= Πθ1(θ˙1 − fθl¯ θ˙l¯) + θ˙l¯(Π
θ
l¯
+Πθ1fθl¯)− L¯,
= θ˙1Π
θ
1 + θ˙l¯Π
θ
l¯
− L¯,
= θ˙kΠ
θ
k − L¯, (k = 1, ..., n), (37)
where we have substituted fλA λ˙A from Eq. (26) and (Π¯
θ
l¯
, Π¯λA) from Eq. (33).
Undoing the substitution (25), that is to say, inserting back the original variables
θ1 and θ˙1 in Eq. (37), we realize that L¯ reduces to L and that Π
θ
k are the corre-
sponding canonically conjugated momenta of the MGT, according to Eqs. (32). In
this way, the Hamiltonian density (37) has the same form that Hc given in Eq. (7)
for the MGT.
Next, we consider the extended Hamiltonian density which is given by
HENME = H
ENM
c + µA¯φ
1
A¯
,
= HF + λAGA + θlJl + µA¯
(
Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯
)
, (38)
where we have used that HENMc has the same form that Hc in (7) and µA¯ are
arbitrary functions. In the Appendix C, we show that {φ1
A¯
, θl} = 0, {φ
1
A¯
,Πθl } = 0
and {φ1
A¯
, φ1
B¯
} = 0. Using the previous results, the time evolution condition of the
primary constraints leads to
φ˙1
A¯
= {φ1
A¯
, HENME } =
∫
d3y{φ1
A¯
, λB¯(y)}GB¯(y) =
(
GA¯ −G1
fλA¯
fλ1
)
, (39)
where we identify the secondary constraints
φ2
A¯
= fλA¯ −
GA¯
G1
fλ1 ≈ 0. (40)
Next, we calculate the time evolution of φ2
A¯
, with the result
φ˙2
A¯
= {φ2
A¯
, HENME } = UA¯ − µB¯TB¯A¯ ≈ 0, (41)
with UA¯ = {φ
2
A¯
, HENMc } and T = [TA¯B¯] =
[
{φ1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
}
]
. Unless confusion arises,
here and in the following we make use of the convention introduced after Eq. (20),
whereby µB¯TB¯A¯ is given by
∫
d3y µB¯(y)TB¯A¯(y, x), for example.
In the Appendix C, we show that it is possible to choose particular functions
f(θl¯, λA) such that, the matrix TA¯B¯ is invertible, which means that φ
1
A¯
and φ2
B¯
are
second class constraints. The arbitrary functions µB¯ are fixed as
µA¯ = (T
−1)B¯A¯UB¯. (42)
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The Dirac method stops and the ENM only has the following 2(K− 1) second class
constraints
φ1
A¯
= Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ , φ
2
A¯
= fλA¯ − fλ1
GA¯
G1
. (43)
Thus, the number of DOF of the ENM is
#DOF =
1
2
[2(n− 1 +K)− 2(K − 1)] = n. (44)
As previously emphasized, the ENM is not a gauge invariant theory, it has only
second class constraints, and the number of degrees of freedom is not the same as in
the MGT. From Eq. (16), we can observe that the ENM has K degrees of freedom
more than the MGT, so that, if we want to establish an equivalence, we will have
to impose K additional constraints to the ENM.
The next step is to set strongly equal zero the second class constraints (43). To
this end we introduce the corresponding DBs and further calculate them among
the remaining variables. We require the matrix constructed with the PBs of the
constraints
M =
[
[RA¯B¯] [TA¯B¯]
− [TB¯A¯] [SA¯B¯]
]
=
[
R T
−T T S
]
, (45)
where
RA¯B¯ =
{
φ1
A¯
, φ1
B¯
}
, TA¯B¯ =
{
φ1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
}
, SA¯B¯ =
{
φ2
A¯
, φ2
B¯
}
. (46)
In the Appendix C we show that RA¯B¯ = 0. The inverse matrix becomes
M−1 =
[
T−1ST−1 −T−1
T−1 0
]
. (47)
The DBs are
{A,B}D = {A,B} − {A, φ
1
A¯
}(T−1ST−1)A¯B¯{φ
1
B¯
,B}
+{A, φ1
A¯
}(T−1)A¯B¯{φ
2
B¯
,B} − {A, φ2
A¯
}(T−1)A¯B¯{φ
1
B¯
,B}, (48)
which again leads to the result
{A(x),B(y)}D = {A(x),B(y)}, (49)
for the coordinates θj and momenta Π
θ
j written in terms of the canonical variables
θl¯, Π¯
θ
l¯
of the ENM. The above result arises from the fact that each of the additional
PBs in (48) includes a contribution containing φ1
A¯
, which has zero PB with θj and
Πθj , according to the results in Appendix C.
Using the transformations given in (25) and (35) we can rewrite all quantities
of the ENM in terms of the labels θj and Π
θ
j . Moreover, since we know the canonical
algebra that the latter satisfy, at some stage it becomes more convenient to employ
such labels to describe the ENM, instead of its own canonical variables. The above
analysis shows that we recover the canonical algebra (22) of the MGT. Once the
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Lagrange multipliers µA¯ have been fixed and the constraints φ
1
A¯
and φ2
A¯
have been
imposed strongly, the Hamiltonian density of the ENM is given by
HENME = HF + λAGA + θlJl. (50)
3.1.2. Conservation of the quantities GA
Up to this stage we have only verified that, with the appropriate change of variables
(25) and (35), the canonical algebra of the ENM induces the canonical algebra of
the related MGT. Under the same transformations, the canonical Hamiltonian of
the ENM adopts the same form as that of the MGT. Now we explore the conditions
under which the full MGT emerges from the ENM. At this point, two fundamental
differences arise: (a) the quantities λA in the extended Hamiltonian density (50)
are functions of the coordinates and momenta of the MGT, i. e. λA = λA(θl,Π
θ
k)
instead of been arbitrary functions, as it is required in the Hamiltonian density of
the MGT, where they should correspond to the ΘA’s appearing in Eq. (18). Such
relations arise after imposing strongly the second class constraints (43) of the ENM.
(b) The Gauss functions GA in Eq. (50) are not constraints in the ENM, while in
the MGT they should be realized as first class constraints, being the generators of
the gauge symmetry.
To deal with these issues, we study the time evolution of the quantities GA under
the dynamics of the ENM
G˙A = {GA, H
ENM
E } = J˙A + {GA, HF }+
∫
d3yλB(y){GA, GB(y)}
+
∫
d3y({GA, θl(y)}Jl(y) + {GA, λB(y)}GD(y)). (51)
Using the the equivalence between the canonical algebras, which we have already
proved, we can employ the results arising from the MGT to evaluate the first two
brackets in Eq. (51). From Eq. (10) we obtain
G˙A = J˙A + CABG
0
B + CABCλBG
0
C +
∫
d3y({GA, θl(y)}Jl(y) + {GA, λB(y)}GB(y)),
G˙A = CABGB + CABCλBGC +
∫
d3y{GA, λB(y)}GB(y)
+ J˙A − CABJB − CABCλBJC +
∫
d3y{G0A, θl(y)}Jl(y),
G˙A = CABGB + CABCλBGC +
∫
d3y{GA, λB(y)}GB(y) + (DJ)A,
(52)
where we have used the relation G0A = GA − JA. Let us recall that (DJ)A was
defined in Eq. (14).
At this stage G˙A 6= 0 for two reasons: (1) the Gauss functions GA are not
constraints and (2) the generalized current conservation (DJ)A = 0 is not valid due
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to the lack of gauge invariance in the ENM. Then, in order to have G˙A = 0 it is
enough to impose the following conditions upon the ENM: (i) (DJ)A = 0 for all
times and (ii) GA = 0 as an initial condition, at t = 0 for example, which also leads
to G˙A = 0 at t = 0. In this way, Eq. (52) yields GA = 0 for all time.
Under the above conditions, we can recover the MGT by adding the quantities
GA as Hamiltonian first class constraints, GA ≈ 0, with arbitrary functions NA.
This requires to add NAGA to the Hamiltonian (50) and to redefine λA+NA = ΘA,
which leads to
HE = HF +ΘAGA + θlJl, (53)
where ΘA are now arbitrary functions.
In other words, we have regained the Hamiltonian (18) together with the canon-
ical algebra (22) of the MGT. Summarizing, the equivalence between the MGT and
the ENM model can be established only after imposing the generalized current con-
servation (DJ)A = 0 for all times, together with GA = 0 as initial conditions in the
dynamics of the ENM.
As we have previously shown, the number of DOF of the ENM is n, but when
the K relations GA = 0 are imposed as first class constraints into the Hamiltonian
density, the remaining theory has only n −K DOF, which is the same number of
DOF of the MGT.
3.2. Solving the coordinate λ1
A similar analysis can be performed for this case. We solve the constraint (24) as
λ1 = g(θi, λB¯) B¯ = 2, 3, ...,K. (54)
in such a way that the canonical variables for the ENM are now θi, Π¯
θ
i , λB¯, Π¯
λ
B¯
.
The velocities λ˙A do not appear in the Lagrangian (2), and since the constraint (54)
does not introduce additional velocity dependent terms, we have
∂L¯
∂θ˙i
= Π¯θi = Π
θ
i ,
∂L¯
∂λ˙B¯
= Πλ
B¯
= 0, (55)
where Πθi and Π
λ
B¯
are given by (4) satisfying the same PBs indicated in (5).
3.2.1. Hamiltonian and canonical algebra of the ENM
In this case, λ1 and Π
λ
1 are not independent canonical variables of the ENM, in fact
λ1 is a function of the remaining variables λ1 = g(θi, λB¯) and Π
λ
1 is not included in
the ENM. The calculation of the canonical Hamiltonian density proceeds just as in
the previous Section 2 and we find
HENMc = HF + λ1G1 + λB¯GB¯ + θlJl,
= HF + g(θm, λB¯)G1 + λB¯GB¯ + θlJl. (56)
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The theory contains (K − 1) primary constraints φ1
B¯
= Π¯λ
B¯
≈ 0, B¯ = 2, 3, ...,K.
The extended Hamiltonian is given by
HENME = H
ENM
c + µB¯Π¯
λ
B¯
, (57)
= HF + g(θm, λB¯)G1 + λB¯GB¯ + θlJl + µB¯Π¯
λ
B¯
,
where µB¯ are arbitrary functions. The time evolution condition for the primary
constraints gives
φ˙1
B¯
= {φ1
B¯
, HENME } = {Π
λ
B¯
, HENME } = −(gλB¯G1 +GB¯), (58)
yielding (K − 1) secondary constraints, which we write as
φ2
B¯
= gλB¯ +
GB¯
G1
≈ 0. (59)
From the time evolution condition for the secondary constraints, we obtain
φ˙2
B¯
= {φ2
B¯
, HENME } = {φ
2
B¯
, HENMc }+
+
∫
d3y µA¯(y){φ
2
B¯
, φ1
A¯
(y)} =WB¯ − µA¯XB¯A¯ ≈ 0, (60)
where WB¯ = {φ
2
B¯
,HENMc } and XA¯B¯ = {φ
1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
}. Once again, in the Appendix D
we show that there exist particular functions g(θm, λB¯) such that the matrix XA¯B¯
is invertible, therefore, the Lagrange multipliers µB¯ are fixed as
µB¯ = (X
−1)B¯A¯WA¯. (61)
The existence of (X−1)B¯A¯ guarantees that φ
1
B¯
and φ2
B¯
are second class constraints
and that the Dirac method stops. The number of DOF is
#DOF =
1
2
[2(n+K − 1)− 2(K − 1)] = n. (62)
As usual, we set strongly equal zero the constraints φ1
B¯
and φ2
B¯
to subsequently
introduce the corresponding DBs. We require the matrix constructed with the PBs
of the constraints
M =
[
[RA¯B¯] [XA¯B¯]
− [XB¯A¯] [SA¯B¯]
]
=
[
R X
−XT S
]
, (63)
where
RA¯B¯ =
{
φ1
A¯
, φ1
B¯
}
, XA¯B¯ =
{
φ1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
}
, SA¯B¯ =
{
φ2
A¯
, φ2
B¯
}
. (64)
Again, in the Appendix D we show that RA¯B¯ = 0. The inverse matrixM
−1 is given
by
M−1 =
[
X−1SX−1 −X−1
X−1 0
]
. (65)
The DBs are
{A,B}D = {A,B} − {A, φ
1
A¯
}(X−1SX−1)A¯B¯{φ
1
B¯
,B}
+{A, φ1
A¯
}(X−1)A¯B¯{φ
2
B¯
,B} − {A, φ2
A¯
}(X−1)A¯B¯{φ
1
B¯
,B}, (66)
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which again leads to the result
{A(x),B(y)}D = {A(x),B(y)}, (67)
for the final variables θj and Π
θ
j . The above result arises from the fact that each
one of the additional PBs in (66) include a contribution with φ1
A¯
, which has zero
PB with θj and Π
θ
j , according to the Appendix D. In other words, we recover the
canonical algebra (22), together the final extended Hamiltonian density
HENME = HF + λAGA + θlJl. (68)
3.2.2. Conservation of the quantities GA
As in the case of Subsection 3.1, we have to deal with the issue that neither the GA’s
are constraints, nor the λA’s are arbitrary functions in the extended Hamiltonian
density (68) of the ENM. However, the transformation of the Gauss functions GA
into constraints proceeds in the same way as in the previous case. In fact, after
employing the equivalence between the canonical algebras of the MGT and the
ENM in the calculation, the dynamics of the ENM yields again Eq.(52). Once
more, in order to recover the MGT, it is enough to impose the generalized current
conservation (DJ)A = 0 for all times and GA = 0 as initial conditions, since the
dynamics of the ENM guarantees that GA(t) = 0 for all time. Therefore, we can
include the quantities GA as constraints in the extended Hamiltonian (68), through
arbitrary functions NA, by adding NAGA and redefining λA+NA = ΘA. We obtain
HE = HF +ΘAGA + θlJl, (69)
where now ΘA are arbitrary functions. In this way we recover the extended Hamil-
tonian density (18) together the canonical algebra (22) of the MGT. The conditions
for the equivalence between the MGT and the ENM have been established, yielding
the same results as in the previous case of Subsection 3.1.
We close this Subsection with a comment related to the roˆle of the gauge fixing
in the MGT when achieving its equivalence with the ENM. Let us recall that such
equivalence was obtained basically in two steps: (i) we proved that the canonical
algebra of the ENM yields the canonical algebra Eq. (22) of the MGT and (ii)
after the imposition of suitable conditions (Gauss laws and current conservation)
in the ENM we were able to show that the corresponding Hamiltonian densities
(53) and (69) have exactly the same form as the Hamiltonian density (22) of the
MGT. The only explicit gauge fixing in the MGT was to set strongly the first
class constraints Φ1A = Π
λ
A ≈ 0 by adding the condition Φ
3
A = λA − ΘA, in order
to eliminate the variables λA and Π
λ
A. The canonical algebra (22), together with
the Hamiltonian density (18) of the MGT were obtained at this stage. Anyway,
the above gauge fixing is completely general because the arbitrary functions ΘA
remained unspecified and can only be determined once a further gauge fixing of the
remaining first class constraints GA is performed. This has not been done and both
the canonical algebra and the Hamiltonian densities of the MGT and the ENM
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coincide while keeping GA as first class constraints. In other words, the equivalence
has been proved for an arbitrary gauge fixing in the MGT, after the variables λA and
ΠλA were decoupled. Under the general conditions stated in the Appendix C and the
Appendix D such equivalence is completely independent of the specific constraint
F (θl, λA) = 0 which defines the ENM.
4. Examples
In this section, we present some examples where the above ideas can be applied. In
each case we outline a brief description of the corresponding MGT, showing that
the conditions (7), (9) and (10) in Section 2 hold. These requirements are enough
to establish an equivalence with an arbitrary ENM, which would be defined by the
same Lagrangian of the MGT plus a constraint F (θl, λA) = 0. This constraint leads
to a new theory which is different of the MGT. However, after imposing suitable
conditions we can recover the original MGT as explained in the Section 3.
4.1. A Mechanical Model
As a first example, we consider a mechanical model28 defined by the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
(x˙2 + y˙2)− λ(xy˙ − yx˙) +
1
2
λ2(x2 + y2)− V (x2 + y2), (70)
which is invariant under the following gauge transformations, with parameter ǫ(t),
δ x = ǫ(t) y, δ y = −ǫ(t)x, δ λ = ǫ˙(t), (71)
and describes time dependent rotations around the z axis. It can be easily proved
that the canonical Hamiltonian is given by
Hc =
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2) + λ(xΠy − yΠx), (72)
= HF (x, y,Πx,Πy) + λ(xΠy − yΠx),
where
HF =
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2), Πa =
∂L
∂a˙
, a = x, y. (73)
The model has only the primary constraint Φ1 = Πλ = 0, which leads to the
secondary constraint Φ2 = xΠy − yΠx = 0. We note that, Φ2 = Φ2(x, y,Πx,Πy),
i.e. it is λ independent. Following Section 2 we identify λ → λ and GA → Φ2 =
xΠy−yΠx. The conditions {Φ2,HF } = 0 and {Φ2,Φ2} = 0 hold, therefore, there are
no additional constraints in the theory. The conditions (7), (9) and (10) demanded
in Section 2 are fulfilled.
The explicit equivalence between the MGT and the corresponding ENM arising
from this mechanical model will be proved in the Appendix B. This is a detailed
example which shows how does our procedure works.
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4.2. Yang-Mills Theory
This case was studied in Ref. 18, where the non abelian Nambu’s model was defined
by the constraint AaµA
aµ = n2M2, where µ and a are indices in the Lorentz and
group spaces, respectively, n2 = nβn
β = 0,±1 and M2 is a constant. The space-like
case presented in18 is a particular example what we have proved in this work. A
brief review of the Yang-Mills case starts with the standard Lagrangian density
L(Aaµ) = −
1
4
F aµνF
aµν −AaµJ
aµ, (74)
which produces the Hamiltonian density
Hc =
1
2
(E2 + B2)−Aa0 (∂iEi − J0)
a +Aai J
ai,
= HF (Ai, Ei)−A
a
0 (∂iEi − J0)
a +Aai J
ai, (75)
where
HF =
1
2
(E2 + B2). (76)
The non trivial gauge transformations in the Lagrangian (74) are δAaµ = DµΛ
a(x),
where Dµ is the covariant derivative. The primary constraints are Π
a
0 = 0, which
lead to the secondary constraints Ga = (∂iEi − J0)a = Ga(A
b
i , E
b
i ). Following
Section 2, we identify Aa0 → λA and Ga → GA. It is well known that {Ga,HF } =
0 and {Ga, Gb} ≈ 0, therefore, there are no more constraints. The conditions (7),
(9) and (10) are satisfied.
As we previously mentioned, in some cases current conservation follows from
the imposition of Gauss constraints as initial conditions, as it happens in the non-
Abelian Nambu model, for example. We clarify this issue in the case discussed in
Ref. 18, defined by
L(Aµ) = −
1
4
F aµνF
aµν −AaµJ
aµ, AaµA
aµ = n2M2. (77)
The equations of motion for the space-like case are given by
E ia − E31
Aai
A13
= 0, i 6= 3, a 6= 1. (78)
E0a − E31
Aa0
A13
= 0, (79)
with the notation
Eνa = (DµF
µν − Jν)a. (80)
From the dynamics of the non-Abelian Nambu model the time evolution of the
Gauss functions Ωa = E0a = (DiEi − J0)
a is
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Ω˙a = −gCabcAb0Ω
c −DµJ
µa +Dk
((
Aak
A10
)
Ω1
)
, (81)
Imposing the Gauss constraints as initial conditions (Ωa(t = t0) = 0) upon Eqs.
(78)-(79), the standard Yang-Mills equations of motion (Eνa = 0) are recovered and
they are valid at t = t0. As a consequence of the antisymmetry of Maxwell tensor,
the relation
0 = DνE
νa = Dν(DµF
µν − Jν)a = −DνJ
νa = 0, (at t = t0), (82)
holds, yielding current conservation at t = t0. Using the above in Eq. (81), we obtain
Ω˙a(t = t0) = 0. Since the relations Ω
a(t = t0) = 0 and Ω˙
a(t = t0) = 0 are fulfilled,
we obtain
Ωa(t = t0 + δt1) = Ω
a(t = t0) + Ω˙
a(t = t0)δt1 + · · · ,
= 0. (83)
Using that Ωa(t = t0 + δt1) = 0, we observe that the Yang Mills equations
are now valid at t = t0 + δt1, which again, due to antisymmetry of the Maxwell
tensor, imply current conservation at t = t0 + δt1 and Ω˙
a(t = t0 + δt1) = 0 via
Eq. (81). The relations Ωa(t = t0 + δt1) = 0 and Ω˙
a(t = t0 + δt1) = 0 imply
Ωa(t = t0 + δt1 + δt2) = 0. Iterating the previous process, always applying the
dynamical equation (81) of the ENM, it follows that current conservation is valid for
all time. Summarizing, the above analysis shows that in the case of the non-Abelian
Nambu model, the specific gauge structure of the theory allows us to impose only the
Gauss constraints as initial conditions, which necessarily yield current conservation
for all time, in order to obtain the corresponding MGT.
4.3. Linearized Gravity
The main example in this paper corresponds to present the equivalence between the
linearized Einstein gravity and one ENM. We start from the Fierz-Pauli Lagrange
density39–43
L =
1
2
[∂λhµν∂
µhλν − ∂λh∂µh
µλ] +
1
4
[∂µh∂
µh− ∂λhµν∂
λhµν ], (84)
where hµν is a second rank symmetric tensor, h = η
µνhµν with ηµν =
diag(−,+,+,+) being the metric tensor of the flat space. The non trivial gauge
transformations in the above Lagrangian are δhµν = ∂µξν(x)+∂νξµ(x). Considering
the action S =
∫
d4xL, and after integration by parts, the Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian
density can be rewritten as follows,41
L = −
1
4
h˙iih˙jj −
1
2
∂khii∂kh00 +
1
4
∂ihjj∂ihkk +
1
4
h˙ij h˙ij
+
1
2
∂ih0j∂ih0j −
1
4
∂ihjk∂ihjk + h˙ii∂jh0j −
1
2
∂ihkk∂jhij
+
1
2
∂ih00∂jhij − h˙ik∂ih0k −
1
2
∂ih0i∂jh0j +
1
2
∂ihjk∂jhik. (85)
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where the latin indices stand for the pure space coordinates (i, j = 1, 2, 3) and
f˙ ≡ ∂0f . Introducing the momenta conjugate to hµν (µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3)
pµν =
δL
δh˙µν
, (86)
one can directly write the primary constraints
p0ν = 0. (87)
The non-zero momenta are given by
pij = −
1
2
δij h˙kk +
1
2
h˙ij + δij∂khk0 −
1
2
(∂ih0j + ∂jh0i). (88)
The canonical Hamiltonian density is41
Hc = p
ij h˙ij − L,
= pijpij −
1
2
pkkpll +
1
2
(∂ihkk∂jhij − ∂ihjk∂jhik) +
1
4
(∂ihjk∂ihjk − ∂ihjj∂ihkk)
−
1
2
h00(∂i∂ihkk − ∂i∂jhij)− 2h0j∂ipij ,
= HF (hij , pij)−
1
2
h00(∂i∂ihkk − ∂i∂jhij)− 2h0j∂ipij , (89)
where
HF (hij , pij) = pijpij−
1
2
pkkpll+
1
2
(∂ihkk∂jhij−∂ihjk∂jhik)+
1
4
(∂ihjk∂ihjk−∂ihjj∂ihkk) .
(90)
The time evolution of the primary constraints Ωµ = p0µ = 0 gives the secondary
constraints Ω4 = ∂i∂ihkk−∂i∂jhij and Ω
4+i = ∂jpji. No tertiary constraints appear
and the Dirac’s method closes.
It can be proved that all constraints Ω’s have vanishing Poisson brackets among
themselves,40–42 so all of them are of first class. Also, the conditions {Ω4,HF } ≈ 0
and {Ω4+i,HF } ≈ 0 are fulfilled.
40–42 The properties stated in this paragraph,
together with (87) and (89) fulfill the basic requirements (7), (9) and (10). Following
Section 2, we identify λm → h00, h0j and Gm → ∂i∂ihkk − ∂i∂jhij , ∂jpji.
5. Summary and conclusions
Spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking (SLSB) has attracted considerable atten-
tion in recent years,37, 38 both from the experimental and theoretical points of view.
One of the rewards in considering SLSB is the possibility of giving a dynamical
setting to the gauge principle by considering photons, gravitons and non-Abelian
gauge fields as the massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons arising from such a break-
ing.6, 13–22 This approach can be codified under the name of different Nambu models.
Usually these models arise as the low energy limit of spontaneous Lorentz symme-
try breaking (SLSB) in the so called Bumblebee models.29–36 In practice Nambu
models turn out to be described by the Lagrangian density of a gauge theory, the
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mother gauge theory (MGT), plus a non-linear constraint, arising from the non-zero
vacuum expectation value of the corresponding gauge fields due to the SLSB. This
constraint is not considered as an standard gauge fixing, but is explicitly solved
and substituted in the gauge Lagrangian thus destroying gauge invariance. Some
explicit calculations, like for example in Refs. 6,13,20, have shown that, under some
conditions, the violation of the Lorentz symmetry and the lack of gauge invariance,
introduced by the non-linear constraint, become unobservable in such a way that
the appearing GBs can be interpreted as the gauge particles of the original MGT.
A natural question posed by this approach in the realm of gauge theories, is to
determine under which conditions the recovery of an arbitrary MGT theory from the
corresponding Nambu model, defined by a general constraint over the coordinates,
becomes possible. We refer to these theories as extended Nambu models (ENM), to
differentiate them from the case where the constraint is treated as a standard gauge
fixing term. At this level, the mechanism for generating the constraint is irrelevant
and the case of SLSB is taken only as a motivation, which naturally bring this
problem under consideration. The equivalence between gauge theories and ENMs
is not straightforward and one has to consider the following issues: (i) because of
the additional constraint, ENM models are not gauge invariant, (ii) the number
of degrees of freedom in the ENM is larger than that of the MGT, and (iii) the
equations of motion of the two theories do not match. In this way, it becomes clear
that additional requirements have to be imposed upon the ENM in order to recover
the original MGT. The strategy we follow is a generalization of the non-perturbative
Hamiltonian analysis developed for the abelian Nambu model in Ref. 14 and for the
non-abelian Nambu model in Ref. 18.
In Section 2, we define the class of MGT under consideration by the require-
ments given in Eqs. (7), (9) and (10), starting from a Lagrangian L(θl, λA, θ˙l),
where l = 1, 2, ..., n and A = 1, 2, ...,K. We also perform the Dirac method to calcu-
late the Hamiltonian (18) and the canonical algebra (22) of the MGT. Subsequently,
the corresponding ENM is introduced in Section 3, by having the same Lagrangian
as the MGT plus a constraint F (θl, λA) = 0 among the coordinates of the MGT.
We solve the nonlinear constraint (24) in two generic different ways, and we identify
the canonical coordinates and momenta of the ENM, together with their canoni-
cal algebra and extended Hamiltonian. At this level, only second class constraints
arise, reflecting the fact that the ENM is a theory without gauge invariance. Since
both theories arise from the same Lagrangian, it is possible to rewrite the standard
canonical variables of the MGT in terms of the canonical variables of the ENM. In
this way, using the canonical algebra of the ENM, we show that the canonical alge-
bra of the MGT is recovered. Appendix C and Appendix D include the calculation
of the required PBs that prove the previous statement. The second class constraints
in the ENM are further imposed strongly, by introducing the corresponding Dirac
brackets (DBs), in order to eliminate the canonical variables λA, Π¯
λ
B . The DBs of
the remaining variables are also calculated yielding no modifications with respect to
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the original PBs. The final extended Hamiltonian for the ENM, rewritten in terms
of the canonical variables of the MGT, has the same form as the Hamiltonian cor-
responding to the MGT, except that the Gauss functions GA do not appear as first
class constraints, as it should be in the MGT. This is because their coefficients in
the extended Hamiltonian are not arbitrary functions, but specific functions of the
coordinates of the ENM. In order to remedy this issue we calculate the time evolu-
tion of the functions GA, according to the ENM dynamics, and find that demanding
generalized current conservation (DJ)A = 0 for all time, together GA = 0 as initial
conditions yields GA(t) = 0 for all time. This allows us to include the quantities GA
as first class constraints in the extended Hamiltonian through arbitrary functions
NA adding the term NAGA to the ENM Hamiltonian. In this way, the Hamilto-
nian describing the ENM becomes the same as the Hamiltonian of the MGT. It is
important to recall that the generalized current conservation condition (DJ)A = 0
follows from the gauge invariance generated by the Gauss law constraints GA ≈ 0 in
the Hamiltonian action of the MGT. We prove this statement in the Appendix A.
Summarizing, the correct statement is that gauge invariance is indeed dynami-
cally recovered in the ENM provided we impose current conservation for all times
and the Gauss laws only as initial conditions. Let us recall that the canonical al-
gebra of the MGT has been already recovered from that of the ENM. In this way,
the complete equivalence of the MGT with the ENM plus those suitable conditions
is obtained. We emphasize that such equivalence has been proved for an arbitrary
gauge fixing in the MGT and that it is completely unrelated to the specific con-
straint which defines the ENM.
Section 4 presents some particular cases of MGTs in which our general result
can be directly applied to construct arbitrary ENMs, from where the MGT can be
ultimately recovered after imposing the appropriate conditions previously stated in
our general analysis. Electrodynamics, Yang Mills theories and linearized gravity
are typical examples described previously in the literature, where the constraint
F (θl, λA) = 0 arises from spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking.
Since on one hand the standard Nambu models make explicit reference to sponta-
neous Lorentz symmetry breaking and on the other hand they constitute particular
cases of the ENM we have considered; our results confirm and clarify the statement
that, under the imposition of current conservation for all time together with the
Gauss constraints as initial conditions, Lorentz invariance violation in such Nambu
models is physically unobservable.
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Appendix A. The generalized current conservation
We generalize to the Hamiltonian formulation the general idea that current conser-
vation is a consequence of the invariance of the action under the gauge transfor-
mations, which in this case are generated by the Gauss constraints. The simplest
example of this relation arises in the Lagrangian formulation of electrodynamics
with the action
S =
∫
d4x
(
−
1
4
FµνFµν − J
µAµ
)
. (A.1)
Demanding δS = 0 under the gauge transformations δAµ = ∂µα, with parameter
α, yields
0 = δS = −
∫
d4xα (∂µJ
µ), −→ ∂µJ
µ = 0, (A.2)
after integrating by parts. In our case we start from the MGT described by the
extended Hamiltonian density (18)
HE = HF +ΘA(G
0
A + JA) + θlJl, (A.3)
where we have fixed the constraints λA = ΘA, Π
λ
A = 0 such that the corresponding
canonical variables θk, Π
θ
l satisfy the standard Dirac brackets (22). Here ΘA play
the roˆle of Lagrange multipliers.
The Hamiltonian action can be written in a compact way as
S =
∫
dt
[
Πθk θ˙k −
(
HF +ΘA(G
0
A + JA
)
+ θlJl)
]
, (A.4)
with the convention that the contraction of the indices k and A include an integral
over the respective coordinates. In other words we denote
PkQk =
∫
d3xPk(t,x)Qk(t,x), RASA =
∫
d3xRA(t,x)SA(t,x). (A.5)
Also, HF is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the Hamiltonian density HF and we
identify GA = G
0
A + JA as the remaining first class constraints. Let us recall that
JA, Jl are external currents independent of the canonical variables.
The following calculation is an extension of the discussion related to the gauge
invariance of the action in Chapter 3 of Ref. 44 and we heavily rely upon the
results included there. Let us consider the change of the action under the gauge
transformations generated by the Gauss constraintsGA. The general transformation
of any function of the canonical variables is
δF = αB {F,GB} = αB
{
F,G0B
}
, (A.6)
where αA(x) are the gauge parameters. In particular, one can show
44
δ
(
Πθk θ˙k
)
=
d
dt
[
αA
(
∂G0A
∂Πθk
Πθk −G
0
A
)]
+
∂αA
∂t
G0A. (A.7)
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Equation (A.6) also leads to
δHF = αA
{
HF , G
0
A
}
= −αACABG
0
B,
δθl = αB {θl, GB} = αA
{
θl, G
0
A
}
,
δG0A = αB
{
G0A, GB
}
= αB
{
G0A, G
0
B
}
= CABCαBG
0
C . (A.8)
The next step is to establish the transformation law for the Lagrange multipliers.
According to Ref. 44 this is given by
δΘA =
∂αA
∂t
+ αBΘCCBCA + αBCBA. (A.9)
In this way we obtain
δS =
∫
dt
[
∂αA
∂t
G0A + αACABG
0
B − αBCBAG
0
A
−
∂αA
∂t
G0A − [CBAC + CABC ]ΘAαBG
0
C
]
−
∫
dt
[(
∂αA
∂t
+ΘCαBCBCA + αBCBA
)
JA + δθlJl
]
, (A.10)
where we have separated the term dependent on the currents in the third line of
the above equation. It is interesting to observe that the cancellation in the second
line of Eq. (A.10) depends only on the antisymmetry of CABC on the first two
index, as required by their definition. This cancellation is the statement of the
gauge invariance of the MGT in the absence of external currents.
Imposing δS = 0 in the general case we are left with
∂JA(x)
∂t
− CABCλBJC(x) − CABJB(x) +
∫
d3y
{
G0A(x), θl(y)
}
Jl(y) = 0, (A.11)
which is our generalized statement of current conservation. In the above equation,
which reproduces Eqs. (14) and (15), we have used ΘA = λA and we have restated
the coordinate dependence. We find it very remarkable that the above statement of
current conservation can be obtained without making any reference to the detailed
structure of the constraints GA.
Appendix B. A Mechanical Model: detailed calculation
In this Appendix we explicitly show how the equivalence between the MGT and
the ENM is carried out for the mechanical model defined in Eq.(70) of Section 4,
which is a theory with first class constraints and non trivial gauge transformations
that defines the mother gauge theory (MGT). The Dirac algorithm is performed
and the canonical algebra, together with the Hamiltonian describing the dynamics
of this MGT are presented. The next step is to build the ENM and to prove the
equivalence with the MGT, showing that both the Hamiltonian and the algebra of
this ENM correspond to those of the MGT, after suitable conditions are imposed
to the ENM.
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Appendix B.1. The Gauge theory
The MGT is defined by the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
(x˙2 + y˙2)− λ(xy˙ − yx˙) +
1
2
λ2(x2 + y2)− V (x2 + y2). (B.1)
It can be easily proved that, the canonical Hamiltonian is given by
Hc = x˙Πx + y˙Πy − L,
=
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2) + λ(xΠy − yΠx),
= HF (x, y,Πx,Πy) + λ(xΠy − yΠx), (B.2)
where
Πλ =
∂L
∂λ˙
= 0, Πx =
∂L
∂x˙
= x˙+ λy, Πy =
∂L
∂y˙
= y˙ − λx, (B.3)
HF =
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2). (B.4)
The canonical algebra is given by the non-zero Poisson brackets
{x,Πx} = {y,Πy} = {λ,Πλ} = 1. (B.5)
The model only has the primary constraint Φ1 = Πλ ≈ 0, which leads to the
secondary constraint Φ2 = xΠy − yΠx ≈ 0. They are first class constraints, which
implies that the model has one DOF. This agrees with the counting in Eq. (16).
Now we construct the extended Hamiltonian
HE = Hc + βΠλ, (B.6)
where β is a Lagrange multiplier. In order to eliminate λ and Πλ we add the gauge
condition Φ3 = λ − Θ ≈ 0, where Θ is an arbitrary function to be consistently
determined after the remaining first class constraint Φ2 is fixed. The constraints Φ1
and Φ3 become second class and we can introduce the Dirac’s brackets to describe
the dynamics. The matrix constructed with Φ1 and Φ3 is given by
Mij =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
,
with the inverse
(M−1)ij =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
,
Using the above matrix, we calculate the Dirac’s brackets for the remaining variables
with the result
{x, x}D = {y, y}D = 0, {Πx,Πx}D = {Πy,Πy}D = 0, {x,Πy}D = {y,Πx}D = 0,
(B.7)
{x,Πx}D = {y,Πy}D = 1. (B.8)
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Fixing strongly the constraints Φ1 = Πλ = 0 and Φ3 = λ − Θ = 0, together with
the introduction of the Dirac’s brackets, the Hamiltonian becomes
HE =
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2) + Θ(xΠy − yΠx),
= HF (x, y,Πx,Πy) + Θ(xΠy − yΠx). (B.9)
At this point, the dynamics of this theory is determined by the extended Hamil-
tonian HE given in Eq. (B.9), together with the algebra (B.7-B.8). In the next
Subsection we are going to define an extended Nambu model using the Lagrangian
(B.1), plus a relation between the coordinates. The goal will be to recover the ex-
tended Hamiltonian HE and the algebra (B.7-B.8) using the dynamics of the ENM.
Appendix B.2. The extended Nambu model
According to Section 3, we can construct a Nambu model using the above La-
grangian plus a suitable relation among the coordinates (x, y, λ). We illustrate the
two generic cases: a) solving the coordinate x and b) solving the coordinate λ. We
choose a particular function in order to show explicitly the equivalence.
Appendix B.2.1. Solving for the coordinate x
In this case we define the extended Nambu model by the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
(x˙2 + y˙2)− λ(xy˙ − yx˙) +
1
2
λ2(x2 + y2)− V (x2 + y2), (B.10)
plus the relation
x = x(y, λ) =
1
2
(y2 + λ2), (B.11)
which implies
x˙ = yy˙ + λλ˙. (B.12)
When Eq. (B.12) is substituted into the Lagrangian (B.10), we obtain the La-
grangian
L˜(y, λ) = L(x = x(y, λ), y, λ) (B.13)
for the ENM, where we also substitute x˙ = yy˙ + λλ˙. The canonical momenta can
be obtained making use of the chain rule and they are given by
Π˜y =
∂L˜
∂y˙
= y˙ − λx+ (x˙+ λy)y, Π˜λ =
∂L˜
∂λ˙
= (x˙+ λy)λ. (B.14)
We emphasize that x and x˙ in the above expressions are just labels for the combi-
nations (B.11) and (B.12), respectively. In other words, x is not a coordinate of the
ENM. It can be shown that the relations (B.14) can be solved for the velocities y˙
and λ˙ in terms of the momenta, such that there are no constraints in the theory;
therefore, the number of DOF is two, which agrees with Eq. (44).
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The canonical algebra between the coordinates y, λ and their momenta is given
by the non-zero Poisson brackets
{y, Π˜y} = 1, {λ, Π˜λ} = 1. (B.15)
We note that we can rewrite the canonical momenta (B.14) in terms of the canonical
momenta of the gauge theory (B.4) as
Π˜y = Πy +Πxy, Π˜λ = Πxλ, (B.16)
where the definitions
Πx = x˙+ λy, Πy = y˙ − λx, (B.17)
are, again, just labels to specify a particular combination of the variables (y, λ),
their velocities and their momenta.
Solving the expressions in Eq. (B.16) in favor of Πx and Πy we have
Πx =
Π˜λ
λ
, Πy = Π˜y −
Π˜λ
λ
y. (B.18)
Next we calculate the Poisson brackets among the following quantities: x =
x(y, λ), y, Πx = Πx(y, λ, Π˜y, Π˜λ) and Πy = Πy(y, λ, Π˜y , Π˜λ)}, using the canon-
ical algebra of the ENM in Eq. (B.15). We find that the only non-zero Poisson
brackets are
{x,Πx} = 1, {y,Πy} = 1. (B.19)
The canonical Hamiltonian of the ENM can be computed as
HENMc = y˙Π˜y + λ˙Π˜λ − L˜,
= y˙(Πy +Πxy) + λ˙Πxλ− L˜,
= y˙Πy + (yy˙ + λλ˙)Πx − L˜,
= y˙Πy + x˙Πx − L. (B.20)
In the last line of the above equation we have undone the substitution (B.11) in L˜
and we recover L(x, y, λ). After substituting the velocities x˙ and y˙ in terms of the
momenta Πx and Πy, according to Eq.(B.4), we can write
HENMc =
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2) + λ(xΠy − yΠx). (B.21)
When going back to the reduced MGT variables x and y we recall that the relation
(B.11) yields λ = λ(x, y) =
√
2x− y2 in our case. At this point we have recovered
in Eq.(B.19) the canonical algebra of the MGT given in Eqs (B.7-B.8). Also, the
canonical Hamiltonian of the ENM in Eq.(B.21) has the same form of the extended
Hamiltonian of the MGT in Eq. (B.9). The only difference arises from the fact that
in this case the quantity G ≡ (xΠy − yΠx) is not a constraint, which is reflected in
that the factor λ is not an arbitrary function.
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To deal with this issue we study the time evolution of the quantity G in the
ENM. The dynamics of the ENM leads to
G˙ = {(xΠy − yΠx), H
ENM
c } = {(xΠy − yΠx), λ(x, y)}G =
y
λ
(1 + x)G. (B.22)
The evaluation of the previous bracket is performed in an easier way by using the
algebra of the MGT, which we have previously proved that can be derived from the
ENM algebra. The above equation shows that if we demand that G(t = 0) = 0,
we obtain that G˙ = 0 as well at t=0. This proves that the relation G(t) = 0 will
hold for all time. Therefore, we can include the quantity G ≡ (xΠy − yΠx) as a
constraint in the Hamiltonian (B.21), through an arbitrary function N , by adding
NG and redefining λ+N = Θ. We obtain
Hc = HF (x, y,Πx,Πy) + Θ(xΠy − yΠx), (B.23)
where now Θ is an arbitrary function. In this way we recover the extended Hamilto-
nian (B.9) together the algebra (B.7-B.8) of the MGT, thus proving the equivalence
between the ENM and the MGT for this case, once G = 0 has been imposed as an
initial condition.
Appendix B.2.2. Solving for the coordinate λ
Now we define the extended Nambu model by the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
(x˙2 + y˙2)− λ(xy˙ − yx˙) +
1
2
λ2(x2 + y2)− V (x2 + y2), (B.24)
plus the relation
λ = λ(x, y) = x2 + y2. (B.25)
Since the relation (B.25) does not modify the velocities of the Lagrangian (B.24),
because λ˙ is not present there, the canonical momenta Πx and Πy coincide with
those of the MGT theory and satisfy the canonical algebra given by the non-zero
Poisson brackets
{x,Πx} = {y,Πy} = 1. (B.26)
As anticipated by Eqs. (55) and (62) there are no constraints and the number of
DOF in this model is two. The canonical Hamiltonian is obtained in the same
manner as in the MGT, leading to
HENMc =
Π2x
2
+
Π2y
2
+ V (x2 + y2) + λ(x, y)(xΠy − yΠx),
= HF (x, y,Πx,Πy) + λ(x, y)(xΠy − yΠx), (B.27)
where λ(x, y) is not an arbitrary function, but it is given by Eq. (B.25). In this
model, the quantity G ≡ (xΠy− yΠx) is not a constraint; however, it is a conserved
quantity, which follows from the bracket
G˙ = {(xΠy − yΠx), Hc} = 0. (B.28)
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This show that if we demandG(t = 0) = 0, thenG(t) = 0 for all times. Therefore, we
can include the quantityG ≡ (xΠy−yΠx) as a constraint in the Hamiltonian (B.27),
through an arbitrary function N , by adding NG and redefining λ(x, y) + N = Θ.
We obtain
Hc = HF (x, y,Πx,Πy) + Θ(xΠy − yΠx), (B.29)
where now Θ is an arbitrary function. Therefore, we recover the Hamiltonian (B.9)
together the algebra (B.7-B.8) of the MGT.
Appendix C. The algebra resulting when solving for the
coordinate θ1 in the ENM constraint
In this Appendix we show that the algebra for the canonical variables θi and Π
θ
j
in the MGT, given in Eq. (22), is recovered from the algebra of canonical variables
corresponding to the ENM given in Subsection 3.1. The algebra of the second class
constraints of the ENM is also calculated.
Here the canonical variables of the ENM (θl¯, λA, Π¯
θ
l¯
, Π¯λB) have the non-zero PBs
{θı¯, Π¯
θ
j¯} = δı¯j¯, {λA, Π¯
λ
B} = δAB. (¯ı, j¯ = 2, 3, ..., n). (C.1)
The transformation from canonical variables of the ENM to those of the MGT is
given by
θ1 = f(θl¯, λA), θl¯ = θl¯, Π
θ
1 =
Π¯λ1
fλ1
, Πθ
l¯
= Π¯θ
l¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fθl¯ , (l¯ = 2, 3, ..., n). (C.2)
Our goal is to calculated the algebra among the variables θi,Πj of the MGT in
terms of the canonical algebra (C.1) of the ENM.
Appendix C.1. The θi − θj sector
{θ1, θ1} = {f(θı¯, λA), f(θj¯ , λA)} = 0. (C.3)
{θ1, θl} = {f(θn¯, λA), θl¯} = 0. (C.4)
{θl¯, θm¯} = 0. (C.5)
Appendix C.2. The Πθi −Π
θ
j sector
{Πθ1,Π
θ
1} =
{
Π¯λ1
fλ1
,
Π¯λ1
fλ1
}
= 0. (C.6)
{Πθ1,Π
θ
l¯
} =
{
Π¯λ1
fλ1
, Π¯θ
l¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fθl¯
}
=
{
Π¯λ1
fλ1
, Π¯θ
l¯
}
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
{
Π¯λ1
fλ1
, fθl¯
}
,
= Π¯λ1
{
1
fλ1
, Π¯θ
l¯
}
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1fλ1
{
Π¯λ1 , fθl¯
}
,
= −
Π¯λ1
f2λ1
fλ1θl¯ +
Π¯λ1
f2λ1
fθl¯λ1 = 0. (C.7)
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{Πθ
l¯
,Πθm¯} =
{
Π¯θ
l¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fθl¯ , Π¯
θ
m¯ −
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fθm¯
}
,
= −
{
Π¯θ
l¯
,
fθm¯
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1 +
{
Π¯θm¯,
fθl¯
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1
+
{
Π¯λ1 ,
fθm¯
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1
fθl¯
fλ1
−
{
Π¯λ1 ,
fθl¯
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1
fθm¯
fλ1
,
=
(
fθm¯θl¯
fλ1
−
fθm¯fλ1θl¯
(fλ1)
2
)
Π¯λ1 −
(
fθl¯θm¯
fλ1
−
fθl¯fλ1θm¯
(fλ1)
2
)
Π¯λ1
−
(
fθm¯λ1
fλ1
−
fθm¯fλ1λ1
(fλ1)
2
)
Π¯λ1
fθl¯
fλ1
+
(
fθl¯λ1
fλ1
−
fθl¯fλ1λ1
(fλ1)
2
)
Π¯λ1
fθm¯
fλ1
,
= −
(
fθm¯fλ1θl¯
(fλ1)
2
)
Π¯λ1 +
(
fθl¯fλ1θm¯
(fλ1)
2
)
Π¯λ1
−
(
fθm¯λ1
fλ1
)
Π¯λ1
fθl¯
fλ1
+
(
fθl¯λ1
fλ1
)
Π¯λ1
fθm¯
fλ1
= 0. (C.8)
Appendix C.3. The θi −Π
θ
j sector
{θ1,Π
θ
1} =
{
f(θl¯, λA),
Π¯λ1
fλ1
}
=
fλ1
fλ1
= 1. (C.9)
{θ1,Π
θ
l¯
} = {θ1, Π¯
θ
l¯
−Πθ1fθl¯},
= {θ1, Π¯
θ
l¯
} − {θ1,Π
θ
1fθl¯},
= {f(θl¯, λA), Π¯
θ
l¯
} − {f(θl¯, λA),Π
θ
1}fθl¯ ,
= fθl¯ − fθl¯ = 0. (C.10)
{θl¯,Π
θ
1} = {θl¯,
Π¯λ1
fλ1
} = 0. (C.11)
{θl¯,Π
θ
m¯} = {θl¯, Π¯
θ
m¯ −Π
θ
1fθm¯} = {θl¯, Π¯
θ
m¯} = δl¯m¯. (C.12)
The previous calculations show that the algebra (5) of the standard MGT theory
is recovered from the algebra (C.1) of the ENM. The transformation between both
models is given by (C.2).
Appendix C.4. The φ1
A¯
− (θj,Π
θ
j ) sector
The primary constraints are given by
φ1
A¯
= Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ . (C.13)
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Therefore
{φ1
A¯
, θ1} = {φ
1
A¯
, f(θl¯, λA)},
= {Π¯λ
A¯
, f(θl¯, λA)} −
fλA¯
fλ1
{
Π¯λ1 , f(θl¯, λA)
}
,
= −fλA¯ +
fλA¯
fλ1
fλ1 = −fλA¯ + fλA¯ = 0. (C.14)
{φ1
A¯
, θl¯} = {Π¯
λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ , θl¯} = 0. (C.15)
{φ1
A¯
,Πθ1} =
{
φ1
A¯
,
Π¯λ1
fλ1
}
,
=
{
Π¯λ
A¯
,
Π¯λ1
fλ1
}
−
{
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ ,
Π¯λ1
fλ1
}
,
=
{
Π¯λ
A¯
,
1
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1 −
Π¯λ1
fλ1
{
fλA¯ , Π¯
λ
1
}
1
fλ1
,
=
Π¯λ1
(fλ1)
2
fλ1λA¯ −
Π¯λ1
(fλ1)
2
fλA¯λ1 = 0. (C.16)
{φ1
A¯
,Πθm¯} = {φ
1
A¯
, Π¯θm¯ −Π
θ
1fθm¯},
= {φ1
A¯
, Π¯θm¯} − {φ
1
A¯
, fθm¯}Π
θ
1,
=
{
Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ , Π¯
θ
m¯
}
−
{
Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ , fθm¯
}
Πθ1,
= −Π¯λ1
{
fλA¯
fλ1
, Π¯θm¯
}
−
{
Π¯λ
A¯
, fθm¯
}
Πθ1 +
fλA¯
fλ1
{
Π¯λ1 , fθm¯
}
Πθ1,
= −Π¯λ1
(
fλA¯θm¯
fλ1
−
fλA¯fλ1θm¯
(fλ1)
2
)
+ fθm¯λA¯Π
θ
1 −
fλA¯
fλ1
fθm¯λ1Π
θ
1,
= −Πθ1fλA¯θm¯ +Π
θ
1
fλA¯fλ1θm¯
fλ1
+ fθm¯λA¯Π
θ
1 −
fλA¯
fλ1
fθm¯λ1Π
θ
1 = 0.
(C.17)
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Appendix C.5. The φ1
A¯
− φ1
B¯
sector
{φ1
A¯
, φ1
B¯
} =
{
Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ , Π¯
λ
B¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλB¯
}
,
= −
{
Π¯λ
A¯
,
fλB¯
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1 − Π¯
λ
1
{
fλA¯
fλ1
, Π¯λ
B¯
}
+
{
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ ,
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλB¯
}
,
=
fλB¯λA¯
fλ1
Π¯λ1 −
fλB¯fλ1λA¯
(fλ1)
2
Π¯λ1 −
fλA¯λB¯
fλ1
Π¯λ1 +
fλA¯fλ1λB¯
(fλ1)
2
Π¯λ1
+Π¯λ1
{
fλA¯
fλ1
, Π¯λ1
}
fλB¯
fλ1
+
fλA¯
fλ1
{
Π¯λ1 ,
fλB¯
fλ1
}
Π¯λ1 ,
= −
fλB¯fλ1λA¯
(fλ1)
2
Π¯λ1 +
fλA¯fλ1λB¯
(fλ1)
2
Π¯λ1
+
Π¯λ1
fλ1
(
fλB¯fλA¯λ1
fλ1
−
fλB¯fλA¯fλ1λ1
(fλ1)
2
)
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
(
fλA¯fλB¯λ1
fλ1
−
fλA¯fλB¯fλ1λ1
(fλ1)
2
)
,
= −
fλB¯fλ1λA¯
(fλ1)
2
Π¯λ1 +
fλA¯fλ1λB¯
(fλ1)
2
Π¯λ1
+
Π¯λ1
fλ1
(
fλB¯fλA¯λ1
fλ1
−
fλA¯fλB¯λ1
fλ1
)
= 0. (C.18)
Appendix C.6. The φ1
A¯
− φ2
B¯
sector
φ1
A¯
= Π¯λ
A¯
−
Π¯λ1
fλ1
fλA¯ , φ
2
B¯
= fλB¯ −
fλ1
G1
GB¯ , (C.19)
{φ1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
} = {φ1
A¯
, fλB¯} −
GB¯
G1
{φ1
A¯
, fλ1}, (C.20)
where we have used that {φ1
A¯
, Gm(θl,Π
θ
m)} = 0, because we have proved that
{φ1
A¯
, θl} = {φ
1
A¯
,Πθm} = 0. Therefore
{φ1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
} = {Π¯λ
A¯
, fλB¯} −
fλA¯
fλ1
{
Π¯λ1 , fλB¯
}
−
GB¯
G1
(
{Π¯λ
A¯
, fλ1} −
fλA¯
fλ1
{
Π¯λ1 , fλ1
})
,
= −fλB¯λA¯ +
fλA¯
fλ1
fλB¯λ1 −
GB¯
G1
(
fλ1λA¯ −
fλA¯
fλ1
fλ1λ1
)
,
= −fλB¯λA¯ +
fλA¯
fλ1
fλB¯λ1 −
fλB¯
fλ1
(
fλ1λA¯ −
fλA¯
fλ1
fλ1λ1
)
, (C.21)
where in the last line we have employed the constraint φ2
B¯
= 0 to obtain
GB¯
G1
=
fλB¯
fλ1
. (C.22)
The invertibility of the matrix TA¯B¯ = {φ
1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
} depends of the function f =
f(θl¯, λm). A direct calculation shows that if we take
f = f(Ψ), Ψ =
∑
i
X˜2i
2
, (C.23)
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where X˜i denotes the variables θl¯ and λA, the matrix TA¯B¯ = {φ
1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
} becomes
TA¯B¯ = {φ
1
A¯
, φ2
B¯
} = f ′ ×
(
δA¯B¯ +
λB¯ λA¯
λ21
)
, f ′ =
df
dΨ
, (C.24)
which is invertible with
(T−1)A¯B¯ =
1
f ′
×
(
δA¯B¯ −
λB¯λA¯
λ2c
)
, c = 1, 2, ...,K. (C.25)
The function (C.23) is a generalization of the constraint AµA
µ = n2M2 used to
define the abelian Nambu model (1), which in this case would be written as
A1 =
√
A20 − n
2M2 −AjAj , j = 1, 2, (C.26)
where we have made the identifications
θ1 = θ1(θl¯, λA) = f(θl¯, λA) → A1 = A1(Aj , A0) =
√
A20 − n
2M2 −AjAj , j = 1, 2.
(C.27)
In this case, the constraint F = F (θl, λA) = 0 is subjected to the following condi-
tions: (i) It is possible to solve for θ1 and (ii) the function θ1 = f(θl¯, λA) is such
that the matrix defined by Eq. (C.21) is invertible.
Appendix D. The algebra resulting when solving for the
coordinate λ1 in the ENM constraint
In this situation the calculation is direct since the canonical variables of the ENM
and those of the MGT coincide.
Appendix D.1. The φ1m¯ − (θi,Π
θ
i ) sector
In this case the primary constraints are φ1
b¯
= Πλ
b¯
and the canonical algebra of the
ENM gives
{φ1
b¯
, θi} = {φ
1
b¯
,Πθi } = 0. (D.1)
Appendix D.2. The φ1m¯ − φ
1
m¯ sector
{φ1a¯, φ
1
b¯
} = {Πλa¯ ,Π
λ
b¯
} = 0. (D.2)
Appendix D.3. The φ1m¯ − φ
2
m¯ sector
φ1
b¯
= Πλ
b¯
, φ2
b¯
= gλb¯ +
Gb¯
G1
. (D.3)
Xa¯b¯ = {φ
1
a¯, φ
2
b¯
} =
{
Πλa¯ , gλb¯ +
Gb¯
G1
}
= gλb¯λa¯ . (D.4)
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Again, we can take as an example
g = g(Ψ), Ψ =
∑
i
X˜2i
2
, (D.5)
where X˜i denotes the variables θl and λm¯. The matrix Xl¯m¯ = {φ
1
l¯
, φ2m¯} becomes
Xl¯m¯ = {φ
1
l¯
, φ2m¯} = g
′ ×
(
δl¯m¯ +
λm¯λl¯
g′
g′′
)
, g′ =
dg
dΨ
, (D.6)
which is invertible
(X−1)l¯m¯ =
1
g′
×
(
δl¯m¯ −
g′′
(g′ + λc¯λc¯g′′)
λm¯λl¯
)
. (D.7)
The function (D.5) is a generalization of the constraint AµA
µ = n2M2 used to
define the abelian Nambu model (1), which in this case would be written as
A0 =
√
n2M2 +AiAi, i = 1, 2, 3, (D.8)
after making the identification
λ1 = λ1(θl, λA¯) = g(θl, λA¯)→ A0 = A0(Ai) =
√
n2M2 +AiAi, i = 1, 2, 3.
(D.9)
In this case, the requirements upon the constraint F = F (θl, λA) = 0 are: (i) It is
possible to solve for λ1 and (ii) the function λ1 = g(θl, λA¯) is such that the matrix
defined by Eq. (D.4) is invertible.
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